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SAFETY RULES. (cont'd) c:Si

Where one accident ie prevented through safeguarding, three are prevented 
by the exercise of personal care and caution by the workers.
occupational disease is prevented in the plant, two are susceptible of prevention and 
three of cure in the home life of the employees.

The prevention of accidents and injuries, by all possible means, ie a 
personal duty which every man owes, net to himself alone, but also to hie fellow 
workmen.

’ïïhere one case of

Do not get into dangerous places until you are absolutely sure that they 
are safeguarded; also prevent anyone from going until this is shown to ba a fact.

It is better to cause a delay than an aecident.
Small neglects are apt to cause serious accidents.
Let every employee make himself a committee of one to prevent some one

accident.
The failure to obey eafety rules endangers the life of yourself or

fellow workman.
It pays to think before you act.
One man's effort toward safety may seem small, but all together can

do a great deal.
Be aure everything ie safe; then go ahead.
Try to avoid accidents; this means YOU.
Do not work with unsafe tools. Tell your foreman.
Every injury, no matter how slight, should receive medical attention. 
Never remove or even touch a safety tag.
Safety Coranittees may overlook something. See for yourself that all

is safe.
Do not fail to notice all danger signs, and, if possible, see that no

one disregards then.
Safety devices are of little value unless maintained and used as they

are intended.
Careful men are usually efficient; careless men are not.
Vse safety devices where provided.
Replace all guards and eafety devices when through making repairs and

Don't take a chance.

before machinery is started.
It is ycur duty to report unsafe conditions to your foreman.
Every sign in the mill means that the danger pointed out ie there.

You must obey these warnings.
It is dangerous.Don't fool with electricity.

Look out for loads carried by overhead cranes and conveyors and do not
stand under them.

Be careful about torn clothing as it is liable to be caught in machinery.
If workmen insist on beingForemen: Carelessness is dangerous.

careless, discharge them.
The proper inspection of tools and machinery by employees using them will

help to prevent accidents.
The more you insist upon carefulness on the part of others, as well as 

exercising it yoireelf, the safer it will be for all.
Warn a man when danger is near. He may know all about it; if ec, no 

If not, you may save him from injury.
To be careless, thoughtless or reckless means injury sooner or later to

harm is done.

yourself or others.
Employees are forbidden to take short cuts ovér dangerous places.
The Safety Inspector and Central Safety Committee will welcome suggest

ions from employees on anything of a dangerous nature.
Keep off railway tracks.
Beware of blood poisoning.
Safety must be the first consideration of all employees, 

douet as to the matter of a rule, or the sufficiency of a proposed precaution, take 
the matter up at once with your foreman.

♦ I IStopî Lookii Listen
A small scratch may cause it.
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